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ABSTRACT Plants employ RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) and dimethyla-
tion of histone 3 lysine 9 (H3K9me2) to silence geminiviruses and transposable ele-
ments (TEs). We previously showed that canonical RdDM (Pol IV-RdDM) involving
RNA polymerases IV and V (Pol IV and Pol V) is required for Arabidopsis thaliana to
recover from infection with Beet curly top virus lacking a suppressor protein that in-
hibits methylation (BCTV L2�). Recovery, which is characterized by reduced viral
DNA levels and symptom remission, allows normal floral development. Here, we
used formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) to confirm that
�90% of BCTV L2� chromatin is highly compacted during recovery, and a micrococ-
cal nuclease-chromatin immunoprecipitation assay showed that this is largely due to
increased nucleosome occupancy. Physical compaction correlated with augmented
cytosine and H3K9 methylation and with reduced viral gene expression. We addi-
tionally demonstrated that these phenomena are dependent on Pol V and by exten-
sion the Pol IV-RdDM pathway. BCTV L2� was also used to evaluate the impact of
viral infection on host loci, including repressed retrotransposons Ta3 and Athila6A.
Remarkably, an unexpected Pol V-dependent hypersuppression of these TEs was ob-
served, resulting in transcript levels even lower than those detected in uninfected
plants. Hypersuppression is likely to be especially important for natural recovery
from wild-type geminiviruses, as viral L2 and AL2 proteins cause ectopic TE expres-
sion. Thus, Pol IV-RdDM targets both viral and TE chromatin during recovery, simul-
taneously silencing the majority of viral genomes and maintaining host genome in-
tegrity by enforcing tighter control of TEs in future reproductive tissues.

IMPORTANCE In plants, RdDM pathways use small RNAs to target cytosine and
H3K9 methylation, thereby silencing DNA virus genomes and transposable elements
(TEs). Further, Pol IV-RdDM involving Pol IV and Pol V is a key aspect of host defense
that can lead to recovery from geminivirus infection. Recovery is characterized by re-
duced viral DNA levels and symptom remission and thus allows normal floral devel-
opment. Studies described here demonstrate that the Pol V-dependent enhanced vi-
ral DNA and histone methylation observed during recovery result in increased
chromatin compaction and suppressed gene expression. In addition, we show that
TE-associated chromatin is also targeted for hypersuppression during recovery, such
that TE transcripts are reduced below the already low levels seen in uninfected
plants. Thus, Pol IV-RdDM at once silences the majority of viral genomes and en-
forces a tight control over TEs which might otherwise jeopardize genome integrity
in future reproductive tissue.
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Most DNA virus genomes are encapsidated free of host nucleosomes and epige-
netic modifications but are rapidly converted into nonintegrating minichromo-

somes upon entry into the host cell nucleus. Conversion is often followed by deposition
of repressive histone posttranslational modifications (PTMs) and sometimes also DNA
methylation as a host defense that leads to transcriptional gene silencing (TGS). As a
counterdefense, viruses encode proteins that, directly or indirectly, reverse or suppress
the establishment of repressive modifications and promote productive infection. These
early events are a prominent feature of virus-host interactions in several families,
including the herpesviruses (1–4) and geminiviruses (5–9).

Plants employ RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) and associated histone 3
lysine 9 dimethylation (H3K9me2) to silence invasive DNAs, including geminivirus
genomes and transposable elements (TEs) (10–13). In the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana, recent evidence indicates that DNA methylation is initiated at naive TEs and
epialleles by expression-dependent mechanisms that involve DNA-dependent RNA
polymerase II (Pol II) (14, 15). At these loci, canonical RdDM (Pol IV-RdDM), which
involves the plant-specific DNA-dependent RNA polymerases Pol IV and Pol V, plays a
key role in reinforcing DNA methylation. In this well-studied pathway, noncoding
transcription by Pol IV creates a substrate for RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2
(RDR2), which generates double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) that is processed by Dicer-like
3 (DCL3) into 24-nucleotide (nt) small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). An siRNA guide strand
is incorporated into an Argonaute 4 (AGO4)- or AGO6-containing RNA-induced silenc-
ing complex (RISC) and directs RISC by base pairing with a Pol V-generated scaffold
transcript that remains associated with the target locus. The tethered RISC then recruits
cytosine and histone methyltransferases that write repressive epigenetic marks, which
in turn direct remodeling complexes to compact chromatin and create an environment
refractory to gene expression. Recent work from our laboratory has confirmed that Pol
IV and Pol V are not required to initiate geminivirus DNA methylation but are essential
for its amplification. In addition, both are necessary for deposition of H3K9me2 on
geminivirus chromatin (16).

Geminiviruses are important pathogens of food and fiber crops that package small
circular single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genomes in unique twin icosahedral particles (17,
18). Viral genomes consist of one or two �2.5- to 3.0-kb DNAs that are replicated and
transcribed by host polymerases and accessory factors. Following nuclear entry,
genomic ssDNA is converted into a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) replicative form (RF)
that is bound by histone octamers to form nonintegrating minichromosomes with 11
to 13 nucleosomes (19–21). Reflecting the presence of both repressed and active viral
genomes in infected hosts, viral chromatin is decorated with PTMs typical of both
repressed and active gene expression (5). Thus, some viral RF DNA is hypermethylated
and associated with nucleosomes marked with H3K9me2, while some is hypomethy-
lated and enriched for nucleosomes acetylated at H3K9 and H3K14 (H3K9/14ac) (22, 23).
The equilibrium between repressed and active viral chromatin (and thus host defense
and viral counterdefense) has a profound impact on the outcome of infection, as a
preponderance of the repressed state favors symptom remission and host recovery.
Further evidence for viral chromatin methylation as an antiviral defense comes from
studies of Arabidopsis plants deficient for individual components of the Pol IV-RdDM
pathway that leads to chromatin methylation. Specifically, plants lacking Pol IV, Pol V,
Classy 1 (CLSY1), DCL3, dsRNA binding 3 (DRB3), or AGO4 exhibit hypersusceptibility
and fail to recover from geminivirus infection (5, 16, 22).

While experiments to date have described epigenetic marks present on geminivirus
chromatin, relatively little has been done to directly assess the molecular impact of
these modifications on chromatin structure and gene expression. One recent report
examined viral minichromosomes obtained from symptomatic and recovered nons-
ymptomatic tissue from pepper plants infected with Pepper golden mosaic virus
(PepGMV). This study found that most viral chromatin from recovered tissue exists in a
highly condensed state, with increased levels of DNA and H3K9 methylation (23).

In the work described here, Beet curly top virus (BCTV) and a mutant virus lacking a
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silencing suppressor (BCTV L2�) were used with wild-type and Pol V-deficient Arabi-
dopsis plants to examine the link between RdDM and viral chromatin structure.
Formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) (24, 25) was employed
to determine whether repressive viral chromatin modifications that require Pol V,
namely, augmented DNA methylation and deposition of H3K9me2, have a direct
impact on chromatin organization. We also asked whether changes to the physical state
of geminivirus chromatin influence gene expression. We report that Pol V-mediated
increases in DNA and H3K9 methylation strongly correlate with a dramatically increased
proportion of compacted viral chromatin and decreased viral gene expression during
host recovery. Thus, the Pol IV-RdDM pathway required for recovery is linked to physical
alteration of viral chromatin that negatively impacts viral gene expression. We addi-
tionally examined the expression levels of selected endogenous TEs, as geminivirus
silencing suppressors are capable of inhibiting cellular DNA methylation and activating
TE expression. Surprisingly, we found that in the absence of the viral suppressor that
inhibits methylation and activates expression of transposable elements, the recovery
state triggers a Pol V-dependent hypersuppression of two retrotransposons, such that
very-low-level expression from these normally silenced elements is even further de-
creased. However, in these cases, hypersuppression does not strongly correlate with
increased DNA and H3K9 methylation, suggesting a novel and as yet uncharacterized
role for Pol V in chromatin organization.

RESULTS
The FAIRE assay discriminates between open and compact chromatin in ma-

ture Arabidopsis tissue. Previous experiments using FAIRE with Arabidopsis tissue
extracts have distinguished nucleosome-depleted regions in the context of immature
seedlings (26). Our experimental system involves geminivirus inoculation of plants in a
long day growth cycle and culminates in symptomatic inflorescences. Thus, we con-
firmed the accuracy of FAIRE in mature tissue by examining regions with known
chromatin compaction states.

Beginning with silique and floral tissue extracts from uninfected wild-type Arabi-
dopsis (Columbia ecotype; Col-0), FAIRE was used to compare chromatin structure at a
housekeeping gene (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; GAPDH) with a locus
that is transcriptionally repressed (Ta3; a Copia family retrotransposon). DNA in FAIRE-
soluble and -insoluble fractions was detected by quantitative PCR (qPCR) using primers
to amplify a portion of the GAPDH promoter or the central region of a unique Ta3
element. We found that only �16% of the recovered Ta3 DNA was present in the
FAIRE-soluble fraction, consistent with the expectation that most chromatin at this
repressed locus is relatively condensed (Fig. 1A). In contrast, more than 60% of the
recovered GAPDH DNA was present in the FAIRE-soluble fraction, indicating that the
majority of chromatin at this actively transcribed locus is relatively open (Fig. 1B).

Similar results were obtained with another Arabidopsis ecotype, Landsberg erecta
(Ler-0), although the proportions of DNA present in the FAIRE-soluble fraction at both
the Ta3 and GAPDH loci were somewhat less than those observed in Col-0 (�6% and
�50%, respectively [Fig. 1C and D]). As Arabidopsis ecotypes are known to vary with
respect to density of epigenetic marks such as DNA methylation (27), differences in
chromatin compaction between ecotypes are not entirely unexpected. In any case,
from this assessment of two differentially expressed loci in two Arabidopsis ecotypes,
we concluded that FAIRE could be used to examine chromatin compaction in the
desired tissues.

FAIRE analysis confirms increased viral chromatin compaction during host
recovery. Geminivirus silencing suppressors, including BCTV L2, are able to inhibit
repressive methylation and suppress TGS (6–9, 28). As a consequence, wild-type BCTV
is able to generate robust and sustained infections in susceptible hosts, including
Arabidopsis and Nicotiana benthamiana. However, when inoculated with BCTV lacking
the silencing suppressor (BCTV L2�), wild-type plants exhibit a recovery phenotype
characterized by symptom remission and greatly reduced viral DNA levels (5, 29). In our
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system, initial BCTV L2�-infected shoots exhibit disease symptoms that include stunting
and deformation of siliques and flowers. This primary tissue is harvested �21 days after
inoculation. Shoots that later arise from axillary buds (secondary recovered tissue)
contain low levels of viral DNA and lack symptoms. Most viral genomes in recovered
tissue are hypermethylated in the intergenic region (IR), which contains divergent early
and late gene promoters flanking the origin of replication. Further, Pol IV-RdDM is
required, as Arabidopsis plants lacking components of this pathway (e.g., Pol V) fail to
recover from BCTV L2� and are unable to hypermethylate the IR (5, 16, 22).

Using the FAIRE assay, we asked whether differences in viral chromatin compaction
levels could be observed between primary and recovered secondary tissues of wild-
type Arabidopsis (Col-0) plants infected with BCTV L2�. Extracts were prepared and viral
DNA was detected in FAIRE-soluble and -insoluble fractions using qPCR with primers to
amplify the IR. Consistent with the presence of both active and repressed viral genomes
in infected plants, in primary infected tissue, �43% of the viral DNA was in the
FAIRE-soluble fraction indicative of open chromatin while �57% was in the insoluble
fraction suggestive of compact chromatin (Fig. 2A). However, proportions were vastly
different in recovered secondary tissue. Here less than 10% of BCTV L2� IR DNA was
detected in the FAIRE-soluble fraction, indicating that the majority of viral chromatin
(�90%) is condensed during recovery (Fig. 2A). Greater compaction correlates with

FIG 1 FAIRE distinguishes open and compact chromatin in mature Arabidopsis tissue. Extracts from
silique and floral tissues of uninfected plants were analyzed to determine the relative amounts of
FAIRE-soluble DNA indicative of relatively open chromatin and FAIRE-insoluble DNA characteristic of
more highly condensed chromatin. The Ta3 and GAPDH loci were assessed in wild-type Arabidopsis
ecotype Col-0 (A and B) and ecotype Ler-0 (C and D). Histograms depict the average proportion of
FAIRE-soluble versus -insoluble DNA as a percentage of total recovered DNA. Data were compiled from
at least three biological replicates with at least two technical replicates each. Bars indicate standard
errors.
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previously observed increases in viral DNA methylation in recovered tissue and strongly
suggests that this has a physical impact on viral minichromosomes, with the result
being that most are converted to a more compact state.

Using the same extracts, analysis of Ta3 and GAPDH revealed that both experienced
a considerable reduction in the amount of FAIRE-soluble DNA in comparison to
uninfected Col-0 plants (compare Fig. 2B and C with Fig. 1A and B). However, unlike
viral minichromosomes, increased compaction at these endogenous loci was evident in
both primary and secondary infected tissue. This enhanced compaction is consistent
with host chromosome condensation previously observed in geminivirus-infected
plants, where infected cells persist in a prophase-like state (30, 31). In the case of Ta3,
the FAIRE-soluble, open chromatin fraction was reduced from �16% in uninfected
Col-0 plants to �5% in primary infected tissue and remained low in recovered sec-
ondary tissue. At GAPDH, the proportion of open chromatin decreased from �62% in
uninfected Col-0 plants to �43% in primary infected tissue and was not further
decreased in recovered secondary tissue. Compaction at these loci is investigated
further below (see Fig. 4).

Viral chromatin compaction requires Pol V. That RdDM is required for recovery
suggests that this pathway is needed for viral chromatin compaction. Thus, the FAIRE
assay was used with Arabidopsis mutants to examine the impact of Pol V deficiency on
the state of viral chromatin. Pol V was selected because it is a key player in RdDM and
is known to be required for host recovery, viral DNA hypermethylation, and H3K9me2
deposition on viral chromatin (16).

Before proceeding, it was necessary to determine if the absence of Pol V affects the
proportion of viral ssDNA versus dsDNA in infected plants, as ssDNA is not bound by
nucleosomes and presumably would partition in the FAIRE-soluble fraction. To do this,
extracts were obtained from pools of at least three BCTV-infected plants to minimize
plant-to-plant variation, and four independent pools each from wild-type and pol V
mutant plants were treated with ScaI to linearize covalently closed and open circular
BCTV dsDNA forms. Samples were then subjected to DNA blot analysis using 32P-
labeled BCTV oligonucleotide probes, and signals were quantitated as described in
Materials and Methods. We observed that wild-type and pol V plants contained viral
ssDNA and dsDNA in similar proportions (Fig. 3A) and concluded that ssDNA levels
were unlikely to have a significant impact on FAIRE analysis.

Chromatin compaction levels were first compared between wild-type (Col-0) and pol
V mutant plants inoculated with wild-type BCTV. Interestingly, despite the known
antiviral functions of Pol V, little or no difference in the state of viral chromatin was
noted, as between 30% to 35% of viral DNA was in the FAIRE-soluble fraction in both

FIG 2 Host recovery correlates with an increase in compact viral chromatin. Arabidopsis (Col-0) plants were inoculated with BCTV L2�, and extracts obtained
from primary and recovered secondary tissue were subjected to FAIRE analysis. (A) FAIRE using BCTV IR probes in symptomatic primary tissue (1°, blue bars)
and asymptomatic recovered secondary tissue (2°, red bars). Control host loci Ta3 (B) and GAPDH (C) were also examined in the same extracts. Data were
compiled from at least three biological replicates, with at least two technical replicates each. Significance values were determined using Student’s two-tailed
t test. Bars indicate standard errors. (Note that Ta3 and GAPDH data also appear in Fig. 4.).
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wild-type and pol V plants (Fig. 3B). This is most likely due to the ability of the L2
suppressor to counter the effects of Pol V activity. However, results were quite different
in asymptomatic, recovered secondary tissue of wild-type plants infected with BCTV
L2�. Similar to previous experiments (Fig. 2A), in recovered secondary tissue, less than
10% of viral chromatin was in the FAIRE-soluble fraction, confirming that the vast

FIG 3 Pol V-dependent viral chromatin compaction correlates with increased nucleosome occupancy and H3K9 methylation and with reduced gene expression.
(A) DNA blot analysis of BCTV DNA forms (left panel) in wild-type (WT) (Col-0) and pol V plants. Extracts were treated with ScaI to generate linear dsDNA from
open circular (oc) and covalently closed circular (ccc) forms. Gel blots were hybridized with 32P-labeled BCTV oligonucleotide probes. Percentages of total
genome length linear dsDNA (lin) and ssDNA (ss), with standard error (SE), were compared (right panel). (B) FAIRE analysis using an IR probe with tissue from
BCTV-infected wild-type and pol V plants. (C) Same as that described for panel B, except with secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants. (D and E)
MNase-ChIP assays with secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected wild-type and pol V plants assessed H3 association (nucleosome occupancy) at the IR and
CP CDS, respectively. Viral DNA immunoprecipitated with anti-H3 after MNase digestion was quantified as the percentage of total input. (F) ChIP using anti-H3
confirms increased nucleosome occupancy at the CP CDS during recovery. Extracts from BCTV L2�-infected primary and secondary tissue from wild-type plants
were compared with secondary tissue from control suvh4/5/6 plants. Viral DNA precipitated with anti-H3 was quantified as a percentage of total input. (G) ChIP
reveals increased H3K9me2 levels at the CP CDS during recovery. Extracts from BCTV L2�-infected primary and secondary tissue from wild-type plants were
compared with secondary tissue from control suvh4/5/6 plants. Viral DNA precipitated with anti-H3K9me2 was quantified relative to H3 levels in comparable
tissues. (H) CP expression is reduced in recovered tissue. Transcript levels in BCTV L2�-infected primary and secondary tissue were determined by RT-qPCR and
normalized to a reference gene (PP2A) and to relative amounts of viral DNA, determined by qPCR. (I) Reduced CP expression is Pol V dependent. Transcript levels
in BCTV L2�-infected secondary tissue from wild-type and pol V plants were measured as described for panel H. Data in panels B through I were compiled from
at least three biological replicates, with at least two technical replicates each. Significance was evaluated using Student’s two-tailed t test. Bars indicate standard
errors.
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majority (�90%) is in a compact state during recovery. In contrast, significantly less
compaction was evident in symptomatic, nonrecovered pol V secondary tissue where,
like plants infected with wild-type virus, �36% of viral DNA was in the FAIRE-soluble
fraction (Fig. 3C). These results confirm that repressive viral chromatin modifications
mediated by Pol V (and by extension RdDM) are essential for enhanced chromatin
compaction and that the L2 suppressor protein efficiently counters these modifications.

Increased viral chromatin compaction is largely due to greater nucleosome
occupancy. Both histone and nonhistone proteins (NHPs) can contribute to chromatin
structure. This was illustrated by a recent study that revealed a small but significant
impact of NHPs on the ability of micrococcal nuclease (MNase) to access chromatin-
associated DNA (32). To determine the extent to which changes observed in viral
chromatin compaction by the FAIRE assay are attributable to nucleosome occupancy,
extracts from secondary tissue of wild-type and pol V plants infected with BCTV L2�

were incubated with MNase, followed by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with
histone H3 antibody. MNase treatment was performed to obtain 1- to 3-nucleosome
digestion efficiency (roughly equivalent to a maximum of �650 bp of DNA), and viral
DNA in immunoprecipitates was detected with the same IR-specific qPCR primers used
for FAIRE. Primers to amplify a portion of the coat protein coding sequence (CP CDS)
were also employed.

More viral chromatin was precipitated by H3 antibody in MNase-treated extracts
from recovered wild-type plants than from nonrecovered pol V plants, indicating
greater nucleosome association with viral IR DNA during recovery (Fig. 3D). Further, the
disparity (21% versus 14%, a difference of �33%) was similar to that observed using
FAIRE (93% versus 64% insoluble DNA, a difference of �31%) (Fig. 3C). A somewhat
larger difference was evident with a CP CDS primer set, where an �41% decrease in
anti-H3-precipitated DNA was observed in pol V plants (�17% versus �10%) (Fig. 3E).
Thus, MNase-ChIP corroborates results obtained with FAIRE and in addition suggests
that increased viral chromatin compaction during recovery is mostly due to greater
nucleosome occupancy.

Enhanced viral chromatin compaction correlates with increased H3K9 methyl-
ation. In a previous study, we showed that Pol IV and Pol V occupy the BCTV L2� IR,
but not the CP CDS, in primary tissue. However, both polymerases spread to CP CDS in
recovered secondary tissue coincident with increased cytosine methylation (16). The
same study also demonstrated that Pol IV and Pol V are required to amplify cytosine
methylation at both the CP promoter-containing IR and the CP CDS and also to
establish H3K9me2 on viral chromatin. To complement DNA methylation analysis, we
compared H3K9me2 deposition levels at the BCTV L2� CP CDS in primary and recov-
ered secondary tissue. To do this in an unbiased manner, it was necessary to account
for differences in nucleosome occupancy due to enhanced viral chromatin compaction
during recovery.

ChIP using histone H3 antibody followed by qPCR with CP CDS primers confirmed
FAIRE and MNase-ChIP results and showed that nucleosome occupancy is increased at
this locus in secondary compared to primary tissue of wild-type plants infected with
BCTV L2� (Fig. 3F). Interestingly, in control plants lacking SU(VAR)3-9 homologues
SUVH4, -5, and -6, the three major H3K9 methyltransferases in Arabidopsis (33, 34),
nucleosome occupancy in secondary tissue was similar to that observed in primary
tissue from wild-type plants (Fig. 3F).

Next, ChIP experiments were carried out using H3K9me2 antibody. After normal-
ization for H3 levels, we observed that the H3K9me2 signal at the CP CDS in primary
tissue from wild-type plants was similar to that of control suvh4/5/6 plants (Fig. 3G).
Thus, consistent with the near absence of Pol IV and Pol V from the CP CDS during
primary infection, there appears to be relatively little H3K9me2 at this locus in this
stage. However, concordant with previously observed increases in cytosine methyl-
ation, H3K9me2 deposition was increased in recovered secondary tissue (Fig. 3G).

Enhanced viral chromatin compaction correlates with reduced gene expres-
sion. While changes in the proportion of FAIRE-soluble to -insoluble DNA often
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correlate with altered gene expression, this is not always the case (25). To determine if
increased BCTV L2� chromatin compaction observed during recovery impacts gene
expression, we focused on the abundant CP transcript. Quantitative reverse transcrip-
tase PCR (RT-qPCR) was performed to measure steady-state CP transcript levels in
extracts obtained from BCTV L2�-infected primary and recovered secondary tissue.
Transcript levels were normalized to the reference protein phosphatase 2a (PP2A) gene,
which was unchanged in wild-type and pol V plants. Because recovered tissue contains
much less viral DNA than nonrecovered tissue, transcript levels were then normalized
to viral DNA levels determined by qPCR. Upon evaluating symptomatic primary tissue
and nonsymptomatic secondary tissue from wild-type plants, an �2.5-fold decrease in
CP transcript levels was observed in the recovered tissue (Fig. 3H). We then compared
recovered secondary tissue to secondary tissue from pol V plants and found that CP
transcript levels were nearly 4-fold greater in the mutant plants (Fig. 3I).

Collectively, our results provide evidence that Pol V-dependent increases in nucleo-
some occupancy and physical compaction of viral chromatin that occur during recovery
lead to decreased CP gene expression. Further, these outcomes correlate with increased
cytosine and H3K9 methylation mediated by Pol V.

The recovery state impacts endogenous transposons. The BCTV L2 silencing

suppressor inhibits methylation and as a result can increase transcription from silenced
host loci, including TEs (6, 7, 9). However, because our recovery system relies on BCTV
L2�, it provides a comparatively unfettered view of host defense capabilities, allowing
us to ask whether the recovery state might also impact host chromatin. Thus, we
examined whether Pol V contributes to compaction and silencing at endogenous genes
and TEs during recovery.

Using FAIRE, uninfected Arabidopsis Col-0 plants exhibited fractionation of Ta3 DNA
similar to that observed earlier (compare Fig. 1A and 4A); however, the amount of
insoluble DNA decreased from �87% in wild-type plants to �66% in uninfected pol V
mutants (Fig. 4A). Nevertheless, the decline in pol V plants did not greatly compromise
silencing, as it correlated with only a moderate increase in Ta3 transcription (�1.5-fold)
that did not achieve statistical significance (Fig. 4B). This suggests that while Pol V plays
a role in chromatin compaction at Ta3, independent maintenance pathways appear
sufficient to sustain TE silencing (see Discussion). As anticipated, chromatin status and
transcription levels were essentially unaffected by the pol V mutation at GAPDH, which
is not a Pol V target (Fig. 4C and D).

It should be noted here that GAPDH transcripts in wild-type plants were far more
abundant than those from the repressed Ta3 locus, as 2ΔΔCT values indicated �60
versus 0.05 transcripts relative to the same PP2A reference gene, respectively. Ta3
transcripts are essentially detectable only by RT-qPCR. Further, as RT was carried out
using oligo(dT) primers, it is unlikely that noncoding Pol IV and Pol V RNAs, which are
not polyadenylated, contributed to the Ta3 transcript levels reported here (35–38) (our
unpublished data).

As previously noted, both Ta3 and GAPDH exhibited increased compaction in
primary tissue infected with BCTV L2� compared to uninfected plants; compaction was
not further increased in recovered secondary tissue (compare Fig. 1A and B with Fig. 2B
and C). Again, at Ta3, the proportion of insoluble DNA in primary infected tissue (�95%)
(Fig. 4E) was greater than in uninfected wild-type plants (�87%) (Fig. 4A). However,
unlike uninfected plants, in primary tissue, chromatin compaction levels at Ta3 were
essentially unchanged by the absence of Pol V (Fig. 4E), and transcription was not
significantly increased (Fig. 4F). Similarly, at GAPDH, the fraction of insoluble DNA in
primary infected tissue (�57%) (Fig. 4G) was greater than in uninfected wild-type plants
(�25%) (Fig. 4C), and compaction and transcription of GAPDH were not significantly
altered by the pol V mutation (Fig. 4G and H). Thus, increased compaction at Ta3 and
GAPDH observed in primary infected tissue compared to uninfected tissue appears to
be general and Pol V independent.
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Results were quite different in recovered secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected
plants. Here, the fraction of insoluble compact chromatin was greatly reduced in pol V
plants (from �92% to �55%) (Fig. 4I), and this correlated with a large increase (�7-fold)
in Ta3 transcript levels (Fig. 4J). This also contrasts with the situation in uninfected
plants, where Pol V deficiency resulted in a more moderate reduction in compaction
that did not greatly increase Ta3 transcription (Fig. 4A and B). This suggests that during
recovery, a Pol V-dependent mechanism acts to further reinforce Ta3 silencing. Insol-
uble compact chromatin was also somewhat reduced at GAPDH in pol V plants (�59%
to �37%) (Fig. 4K), although this reduction was not statistically significant and did not
correlate with increased transcription (Fig. 4L).

To extend this analysis, transcript levels of ACTIN and Athila6A, a Gypsy class
retrotransposon, were compared in wild-type and pol V plants infected with BCTV L2�.
Athila6A was selected as its regulation appears to differ from that of Ta3 (39, 40).
However, reminiscent of Ta3, a comparatively moderate increase in Athila6A transcript

FIG 4 Pol V contributes to Ta3 suppression during recovery. Comparative FAIRE and RT-qPCR analyses were carried out for the Ta3 and GAPDH loci with tissue
from wild-type and pol V plants. Transcript levels measured by RT-qPCR were compared to the PP2A reference gene. (A to D) Tissue from uninfected plants;
(E to H) primary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants; (I to L) secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants. Data were compiled from at least three biological
replicates, with at least two technical replicates each. Significance values were determined using Student’s two-tailed t test. Bars indicate standard errors. (Note
that FAIRE data for Ta3 and GAPDH with wild-type plants in panels E and G, respectively, are also shown in Fig. 2B and C. Experiments with wild-type and pol
V plants were carried out in parallel.)
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levels (�4-fold) was detected in pol V plants relative to wild-type plants in primary
tissue (Fig. 5A), while a very large increase (�10-fold) was observed in secondary tissue
(Fig. 5C). ACTIN transcript levels were similar between wild-type and pol V plants in both
primary and secondary tissue (Fig. 5B and D).

In summary, these results suggest that during primary infection with BCTV L2�, a Pol
V-independent, generalized compaction of host chromatin occurs that does not greatly
impact transcript levels. In comparison, in secondary tissue, loss of Pol V resulted in
large increases in TE transcription but did not affect expression of the housekeeping
loci examined.

TE transcripts are reduced below levels in uninfected plants during host
recovery. To better appreciate observed changes in transcript levels, we compared
some of the data used to generate Fig. 4 and 5 in different ways. First, differences
between primary and recovered secondary tissue infected with BCTV L2� were con-
trasted. Similar to the decrease in viral CP transcription observed during recovery (Fig.
3H), steady-state levels of Ta3 and Athila6A transcripts were decreased between �3.0-
to 3.5-fold in recovered secondary tissue relative to primary tissue (Fig. 6A and B). These
decreases in viral and TE transcription are Pol V dependent (Fig. 3I, 4J, and 5C). Further,
as TE expression is normally repressed, the additional decrease can be viewed as
hypersuppression. In contrast, GAPDH transcript levels increased �2-fold in secondary
compared to primary infected tissue (Fig. 6C), while ACTIN transcription was unchanged
(Fig. 6D).

Next, transcript levels were compared between uninfected plants and BCTV L2�-
infected, recovered secondary tissue. This confirmed hypersuppression of Ta3 and
Athila6A, as transcript levels were �4- and �2.5 lower, respectively, in recovered tissue
than in uninfected plants (Fig. 6E and F). In contrast, GAPDH and ACTIN transcript levels
were similar in both uninfected and secondary tissues (Fig. 6G and H).

FIG 5 Pol V also contributes to Athila6A suppression during recovery. Comparative RT-qPCR analyses
were carried out at the Athila6A and ACTIN loci with tissue from wild-type and pol V plants. Levels were
compared to those of the PP2A reference gene. (A and B) Primary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants;
(C and D) secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants. Data were compiled from at least three
biological replicates, with at least two technical replicates each. Significance values were determined
using Student’s two-tailed t test. Bars indicate standard errors.
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While the data suggest that the recovery state triggers hypersuppression of the
transposable elements (TEs) Ta3 and Athila6A, we considered the possibility that
developmental changes in TE expression might also occur. Thus, expression levels were
examined using tissues from uninfected Arabidopsis plants harvested to mimic the
recovery assay. Tissue was collected from healthy plants at the developmental stage
when inoculation is performed and from secondary tissues arising from axillary buds
4 weeks later, after initial bolts (primary tissue) were removed. We found that Ta3
expression levels appeared to decline �2.5-fold in uninfected secondary tissue (Fig. 6I),

FIG 6 Suppression of Ta3 and Athila6A is bolstered by the recovery state. Transcript levels determined for Ta3, Athila6A, GAPDH, and
ACTIN are shown. (A to D) Comparisons between BCTV L2�-infected primary and recovered secondary tissues; (E to H) comparisons
between uninfected tissue and BCTV L2�-infected recovered secondary tissues (note that data for these comparisons were taken from
Fig. 5 and 6); (I to L) comparison between tissues from uninfected Arabidopsis plants harvested to mimic the recovery assay. Tissue
was collected from healthy plants at the developmental stage when inoculation is performed and from secondary tissues arising from
axillary buds 4 weeks later, after initial bolts (primary tissue) were removed. Data were compiled from at least three biological
replicates, with at least two technical replicates each. Significance values were determined using Student’s two-tailed t test. Bars
indicate standard errors.
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although this did not achieve statistical significance and was less than the significant
reduction observed in secondary recovered tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants
(�4-fold) (Fig. 6E). Athila 6A transcript levels in uninfected plants were similar regardless
of developmental stage (Fig. 6J), and thus the reduction observed during recovery in
BCTV L2�-infected plants (�2.5-fold) (Fig. 6F) could be fully attributed to host recovery.
In contrast, GAPDH expression was increased (�1.5-fold) (Fig. 6K) in secondary tissue
from uninfected plants, while ACTIN expression was unaffected (Fig. 6L). Together,
these results indicate that the recovery state results in Pol V-dependent hypersuppres-
sion of Ta3 and Athila6A transcription.

Reduced TE expression does not strictly correlate with increased DNA and
H3K9 methylation. Recovery resulted in significantly reduced expression of the viral
CP gene and hypersuppression of Ta3 and Athila6A. As these events require Pol V, it was
natural to assume that reduced transcription should correlate with increased DNA and
H3K9 methylation. Increased cytosine methylation and H3K9me2 levels during recovery
have already been documented at the CP promoter and the CP CDS (Fig. 3G) (16). Thus,
bisulfite sequencing was carried out to assess cytosine methylation at Ta3 and Athila6A
in uninfected plants and recovered secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants.
The central region of Ta3 analyzed contains 85 cytosines in the following contexts: 1
CG, 30 CHG, and 54 CHH (where H is any nucleotide except G). The region of the
Athila6A long terminal repeat (LTR) analyzed contains 75 cytosines, including 15 CG, 15
CHG, and 45 CHH.

We observed that cytosine methylation levels in all sequence contexts were gen-
erally similar at both of the TEs in uninfected plants (Fig. 7A and B). Total cytosine
methylation was reduced �10% in recovered compared to uninfected tissue at Ta3, but
no difference was evident at Athila6A. Further, CHH methylation was relatively low at
both TEs, consistent with methylation patterns being largely sustained by maintenance
pathways independent of RdDM (13, 41). In comparison, CHH methylation constitutes
a much larger fraction of the total at the BCTV IR and CP CDS, a feature characteristic
of active RdDM (16, 22).

ChIP with anti-H3K9me2, normalized to H3 levels, was carried out to compare H3K9
methylation at Ta3 and Athila6A between uninfected and infected but recovered
tissues. As expected, in uninfected plants, substantial H3K9me2 signal was evident at
both TEs relative to suvh4/5/6 control plants. Similar to the BCTV CP CDS (Fig. 3G),
H3K9me2 signal was increased at Ta3 in recovered secondary tissue, although this was
not observed at Athila6A (Fig. 7C and D). Thus, despite Pol V dependence and in
contrast to viral chromatin, the hypersuppression of Ta3 and Athila6A observed during
recovery does not correlate with increased cytosine methylation and is coincident with
increased H3K9 methylation only in the case of Ta3.

DISCUSSION

Previous studies from our laboratory demonstrated that host recovery from BCTV
L2�, which lacks a suppressor that inhibits methylation (6, 9), is accompanied by
hypermethylation of the viral IR. Mutant plants deficient for Pol IV-RdDM pathway
components are unable to recover and fail to hypermethylate the IR. In addition, we
showed that viral chromatin is associated with epigenetic marks characteristic of gene
repression (high levels of DNA methylation and H3K9me2) or active gene expression
(low levels of DNA methylation and H3K9/14ac). The equilibrium between them
dictates the outcome of infection; an abundance of repressed chromatin favors host
recovery (5, 16, 22). A recent study supported this concept by showing that two
populations of viral minichromosomes are present in pepper plants infected with
PepGMV, which provides an example of a natural recovery system. In symptomatic
tissue, the majority of minichromosomes (50 to 70%) were found to be in a relatively
open state, while most (55 to 75%) were highly condensed in asymptomatic, recovered
tissue. Compacted minichromosomes were associated with high levels of DNA and
H3K9 methylation suggestive of transcriptional silencing, while most open minichro-
mosomes exhibited DNA hypomethylation and an active mark (H3K4me3) (23).
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The studies described in this communication confirm and extend our knowledge of
how the recovery state impacts viral chromatin structure and activity and of the role of
Pol IV-RdDM in recovery. In short, our results unambiguously link the Pol IV-RdDM
pathway involving Pol V to enhanced viral chromatin compaction and reduced viral
gene expression. We used FAIRE to verify that both open and compacted viral chro-
matin exists in infected Arabidopsis plants and found that the vast majority is con-
densed in recovered secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants. The absence of
the silencing suppressor may explain why a greater proportion of compacted chroma-
tin was observed in our studies (91% to 93%) than with PepGMV (55% to 75%). Using
an MNase-ChIP assay, we further showed that enhanced compaction was mostly due to
increased nucleosome occupancy. Bisulfite sequencing and ChIP experiments con-
firmed the correlation between enhanced compaction and increased cytosine and
H3K9 methylation. Finally, we established that these phenomena culminate in a
significant reduction in viral CP transcript levels.

By including pol V mutant plants in our studies, we additionally demonstrated that
enhanced viral chromatin compaction and suppressed viral gene expression require Pol
V activity and by extension the Pol IV-RdDM pathway. Combined with the studies
discussed above, this body of work conclusively demonstrates that repressive methyl-
ation of geminivirus chromatin, conditioned by RdDM, is a major host defense against
geminiviruses that leads to physical compaction of viral chromatin and reduced viral

FIG 7 Reduced TE expression does not strictly correlate with increased cytosine and H3K9me2 levels.
Methylation status of Ta3 (A) and Athila6A (B) in uninfected plants and in recovered secondary tissue
from BCTV L2�-infected plants. Samples consisted of tissue pooled from at least three plants. DNA was
treated with bisulfite, and PCR was performed using primers to amplify the central region of Ta3 or a
portion of the Athila6A LTR. PCR products were cloned and sequenced (6 to 9 per treatment). Histograms
show the percentage of methylated cytosines in different sequence contexts: CG in red, CHG in blue, and
CHH in green. Total methylation is indicated in gray. Bars indicate Wilson score interval 95% confidence
limits. ChIP experiments were performed to determine H3K9me2 levels at Ta3 (C) and Athila6A (D) in
uninfected plants and in recovered secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected plants. DNA precipitated
with anti-H3K9me2 was detected by qPCR using primers to amplify portions of the Ta3 and Athila6A LTRs,
and data were normalized relative to H3 levels in comparable tissues. H3K9me2 levels relative to H3
levels in wild-type and control suvh4/5/6 plants were then compared. Data were compiled from at least
three biological replicates with at least two technical replicates each. Bars indicate standard errors.
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gene expression. Hence, mutations that compromise RdDM result in hypersusceptibility
and the absence of host recovery. The observation that Ty-1, an economically important
tomato resistance gene, encodes an RDR that conditions enhanced methylation of
Tomato yellow leaf curl virus DNA offers another and perhaps more practical illustration
of the importance of methylation-mediated defense against geminiviruses (42).

As a cautionary note, both FAIRE and ChIP are based on fractionation of chromatin
fragments sheared to between 200 and 800 bp in size, and thus it is possible that the
increased nucleosome density observed at the IR during recovery might not extend to
the entire minichromosome. This argument also applies to analysis of control genes
and TEs. However, we note that MNase ChIP data suggest similar nucleosome densities
at the IR and CP regions (Fig. 3C and D).

Taking advantage of the ability of BCTV L2� to systemically infect plants, we also
examined the effects of host recovery on endogenous loci. Our rationale that the
absence of the suppressor protein permits a clearer view of host defenses is bolstered
by experiments that compared viral chromatin compaction levels in wild-type and pol
V plants infected with wild-type BCTV or BCTV L2� (Fig. 3B and C). These showed that
while the proportions of open BCTV chromatin were similar in wild-type and pol V
plants (�30% to 35%), the extremely low levels of open BCTV L2� chromatin in
recovered wild-type plants (�10%) were restored to �36% in pol V plants. Thus, L2
protein effectively opposes the antiviral activities of Pol V.

While Pol IV-RdDM plays an important role in host genome homeostasis by rein-
forcing transcriptional silencing of heterochromatic loci such as TEs, once established,
DNA and H3K9 methylation can also be propagated by mechanisms that do not involve
small RNAs (12–14). In this case, repressive methylation is maintained by feed-forward
loops involving H3K9 methyltransferases, such as SUVH4 that bind methylated DNA,
and cytosine methyltransferases, including methyltransferase 1 (MET1) and the H3K9-
binding chromomethylase 2 (CMT2) and CMT3 (43). Thus, we also asked whether the
absence of Pol V affects cellular chromatin compaction and transcription during BCTV
L2� infection. Loci examined included the retrotransposons Ta3 and Athila6A, which are
essentially silenced in wild-type plants, and euchromatic housekeeping genes GAPDH
and ACTIN.

In uninfected plants, loss of Pol V led to a decrease in chromatin compaction at Ta3
coincident with a modest increase in transcript levels, suggesting that while Pol
IV-RdDM plays a role in reinforcing methylation-mediated TGS, the aforementioned
maintenance pathways are sufficient to sustain it at this locus. On the other hand, the
absence of Pol V had no apparent effect on the GAPDH locus, which is not a target of
RdDM (Fig. 4A to D). Further investigation revealed two distinct impacts of viral
infection on host chromatin. First, during primary infection with BCTV L2�, a Pol
V-independent compaction of both Ta3- and GAPDH-associated chromatin was ob-
served. However, loss of Pol V did not significantly alter expression of Ta3, GAPDH, and
ACTIN, although Athila6A transcript levels experienced an increase of �4-fold (Fig. 4E to
H and 5A and B). Why this might be is not clear, but geminivirus infection has complex
effects on host gene expression, with transcript levels of some genes being increased
while others are decreased (44). In any case, generalized compaction during primary
infection likely reflects the condensation and marginalization of host chromatin previ-
ously observed in geminivirus-infected cells (30, 31). Compaction and relocation of host
chromatin to the nuclear periphery as virus replication centers expand to occupy much
of the organelle is a common feature of DNA virus infections (45, 46).

The second impact of BCTV L2� infection was observed in recovered secondary
tissue. Here the absence of Pol V resulted in a large decrease in compaction at Ta3,
accompanied by substantial increases in Ta3 and Athila6A transcript levels (�7-fold and
�10-fold, respectively), suggesting that Pol V acts to robustly reinforce TE silencing
during recovery. This is a targeted effect, as levels of GAPDH and ACTIN transcripts were
essentially unaltered (Fig. 4I to L and 5B and D). Therefore, despite the fact that
compaction levels as measured by FAIRE were similar in primary and secondary tissue,
the functional state of TE chromatin differs, as compaction becomes Pol V dependent
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in secondary tissue, and substantial increases in TE expression were observed in the
absence of this enzyme. This functional difference was underscored by a direct com-
parison of TE transcript levels in primary and recovered secondary tissue (Fig. 6A and
B) and between uninfected and recovered tissue (Fig. 6E and F). This revealed a
hypersuppression of both Ta3 and Athila6A during recovery similar to that observed for
the viral CP gene, such that expression was reduced below levels seen in uninfected
plants. Surprisingly, however, Pol V-dependent hypersuppression of Ta3 and Athila6A
did not correlate with enhanced DNA methylation (Fig. 7A and B), and H3K9 methyl-
ation appeared to increase only at Ta3 (Fig. 7C and D).

Analogous to “systemic acquired silencing” (47), the trigger for host recovery is likely
a mobile signal that specifically identifies the virus and primes host defenses in newly
emerging tissues and tissues distant from the site of primary infection (48–50). The
requirement of Pol IV-RdDM for recovery indicates that the signal likely consists of
systemically mobile 24-nt siRNAs (51–53). Virus-derived small RNAs that reach tissues in
advance of the virus could act as “homology sensors,” enabling Pol IV-RdDM to
efficiently recognize and apply repressive methylation to viral chromatin that is formed
de novo in infected cells. This process resembles the homology-dependent silencing
observed when TEs become activated or are transgenically introduced into a genome
containing silenced copies of a cognate TE (13, 41, 54–56), and our data suggest that
a similar mechanism underpins host recovery from geminivirus infection.

However, as TE-derived 24-nt siRNAs are normally abundant and ubiquitous, TE
hypersuppression argues that recovery may involve an additional Pol V-dependent
response that enhances silencing but may not strictly correspond with classical outputs
of Pol IV-RdDM. Several observations support this view. First, hypersuppression did not
correlate with increased cytosine methylation at Ta3 and Athila6A, and the low levels of
CHH methylation seen at these loci were instead indicative of maintenance by cytosine
methyltransferase CMT2 (Fig. 7A and B). Further, while H3K9 methylation levels were
somewhat elevated at Ta3 during recovery, they were not increased at Athila6A (Fig. 7C
and D). In light of these negative correlations, we suggest that bolstered TE suppression
is due, at least in part, to a currently uncharacterized mechanism. Further, because TE
chromatin compaction levels were similar in primary and recovered secondary tissue,
we speculate that functional differences might be the result of differential nucleosome
positioning and/or recruitment of nonhistone proteins. While these possibilities were
not investigated here, we note parallels with other studies that have implicated SUVR2,
a SUVH4-related protein that lacks histone methyltransferase activity, in transcriptional
silencing at Pol IV-RdDM target loci. SUVR2 has been identified as a Pol IV-RdDM
pathway component, but although its loss impaired TGS at tested TEs and transgenes,
suvr2 mutants exhibit weak reductions in cytosine methylation (57, 58). Interestingly,
SUVR2 interacts with multiple putative chromatin remodelers related to SNF2 (58, 59).
Whether TE hypersuppression during recovery involves SUVR2 and these chromatin
remodelers remains to be determined.

Why does the recovery state impact both viral and TE-associated chromatin? Mech-
anistically, as noted above, a common suppression pathway provides a likely explana-
tion. Biologically, an obvious benefit of recovery is that the low levels of virus and
absence of disease symptoms permit relatively normal development of floral tissues,
increasing host reproductive capacity. A defense that targets DNA viruses as well as TEs,
which can be activated by stress (55), would be advantageous in these circumstances.
Such a response could simultaneously inhibit virus replication and enforce tighter
control over TEs to maintain genome integrity in infected tissues destined to give rise
to the next generation. A novel observation from our work is that TE suppression during
recovery is even greater than that seen in uninfected, wild-type plants. This hypersup-
pression is likely to be especially important for natural recovery from wild-type gemi-
niviruses, as their L2 and AL2 suppressor proteins can inhibit methylation and cause
ectopic expression of TEs (6, 9).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant materials and inoculation. Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia (Col-0) or Landsberg erecta (Ler-0)

plants were grown in SunGro professional growing mix at 22°C with an 18-h-light/6-h-dark cycle in
a growth room. Studies with mutant plants employed the following transfer DNA (T-DNA) insertion
lines, all in the Col-0 background: the nrpdb-11 mutant, lacking the large catalytic subunit of Pol V
(SALK_029919) (60), and the suvh4/5/6 H3K9 methyltransferase triple mutant (SALK_046606,
SALK_074957, and SAIL_865_E08, respectively) (33, 34). The homozygosity of all mutants was verified by
genotyping.

Plants were agroinoculated with Beet curly top virus (BCTV) or mutant viruses lacking the L2 silencing
suppressor (BCTV L2-1 or BCTV L2-2, here referred to as BCTV L2�) (29), as previously described (5). Tissue
was harvested 21 to 25 days postinoculation (primary infected tissue). Shoots arising later from axillary
buds (secondary tissue) were collected 5 weeks postinoculation. Tissues collected included floral heads
and siliques.

FAIRE assay. The FAIRE assay utilized by Arbuckle and Kristie (25) was adapted for use with mature
Arabidopsis plants, with the following modifications. Tissue (300 to 600 mg) collected from three to six
plants was cross-linked with paraformaldehyde, and nuclei were isolated from ground tissue according
to the method of Shu et al. (61). Following isolation, nuclei were resuspended and lysed in solution with
a plastic loop (26). Chromatin was sheared by sonication to produce fragments ranging in size from 200
to 800 bp, and 10% of the DNA was set aside as an input fraction. Recovery of FAIRE-soluble and
-insoluble DNA was as described previously (25).

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was used to measure DNA in the FAIRE-soluble and -insoluble fractions with
primers to amplify the BCTV intergenic region (IR) and cellular loci (Ta3 and GAPDH). qPCR was performed
as described previously (16). Primer sequences are available upon request.

DNA blot analysis and measurement. Extracts were obtained from pooled tissues of at least three
infected plants to minimize plant-to-plant variation. Approximately 600 ng of extracted DNA was
digested overnight at 37°C with ScaI, which cleaves at a single site within the viral genome. Samples were
subjected to DNA blot analysis with 32P-labeled, BCTV-specific oligonucleotide probes prepared using T4
polynucleotide kinase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Blot membranes were exposed to a phosphoimager
screen overnight, and signals were detected using a Bio-Rad PMI system. Levels of ssDNA and dsDNA
were measured as pixel density with Bio-Rad Quantity One Imager software.

MNase and ChIP assays. Nuclei were isolated from secondary tissue from BCTV L2�-infected
wild-type and pol V plants as described previously (62). Nuclear pellets were flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and resuspended on ice in MNase reaction buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 8.0], 15 mM NaCl, 60 mM KCl,
0.15 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine, 10 mM CaCl2) with a plastic loop. One gel unit (200 Kunitz units)
of micrococcal nuclease (MNase; New England BioLabs) and 20 �g RNase A (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
were added to the resuspended nuclei and left at 37°C for 30 min with occasional mixing. Samples were
then placed on ice, and EDTA and EGTA were added to a final concentration of 10 mM each to stop the
reaction. Samples were sonicated twice briefly (10 s, low setting) using a Diagenode Bioruptor. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) lysis buffer was then added to a final concentration of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5),
150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Na deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Na butyrate, 50 mM Na
orthovanadate, 30 mM NaF, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), and 1� protease inhibitor
cocktail (Sigma), and the mixture was allowed to nutate at 4°C for 10 to 20 min. Samples were precleared
with protein G resin (Genscript) for 3 h. Recovered supernatants were decanted into fresh tubes and
incubated with anti-histone H3 (Genscript A-01502-40). The remaining steps were performed as previ-
ously reported (5), except that the final cleanup was done using DNA Clean and Concentrator-25 (Zymo).
Viral DNA immunoprecipitated by anti-H3 was measured using qPCR.

Standard ChIP was performed with anti-H3 and anti-H3K9me2 (Abcam, ab1220) antibodies as
previously described (16), and immunoprecipitated viral DNA or DNA corresponding to host loci was
quantitated by qPCR.

DNA isolation, RNA isolation, and RT-qPCR. Samples were divided to isolate both DNA and RNA
from the same extract. DNA was extracted using the Nucleospin Plant II kit (Macherey-Nagel) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA isolation employed PureLink plant RNA reagent (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). cDNA was generated with SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and
oligo(dT) primers (New England BioLabs). Primer sequences used for qPCR will be provided upon request.
RNA levels were normalized to the protein phosphatase 2a (PP2A) reference gene using the ΔΔCT method
(63). CP transcript levels were also normalized to adjust for the amount of viral DNA template present.
Viral DNA levels were normalized to 18S ribosomal DNA.

Bisulfite sequencing. Bisulfite sequencing of endogenous TE loci was performed as described
previously (5), with minor modifications (41). Data were analyzed using Kismeth (64).
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